
FAQ 

For Local students without hall experience or staying in the hall less than 120 days 

1. Can I choose both Kowloon Tong (KLN Tong) Compound (KLN Tong) and Ma On Shan (MOS) 
Compound or can I choose KLN Tong Compound as 1st priority compound, MOS Compound as 2nd 
priority.  
 
Answer: NO. You can only indicate KLN Tong Compound or MOS Compound. 

 
2. I live in Ma On Shan/ Kowloon Tong or near either one Student Residence, does it mean that I have 

no chance to live in the student residence? 
 
Answer: For those students who are failing to get the hall offer via Score A & B, you still have a 
chance to get a bedplace via lottery.  
 

3. Can I change the selected compound after application submission? 
 
Answer: YES. Before the application deadline (26/3/2024), you can login AIMS again to amend.  
 

4. I choose Kowloon Tong (KLN Tong) Compound but after the result announcement, I am on waitlist. 
Can I revise to apply to Ma On Shan (MOS) Compound if these is remaining bedplaces? 
 
Answer: First, all current students who are interested to stay in Student Residence shall submit 
application in Round I. Hence, all students are strongly advised to submit the hall application by 26 
March 2024. 
 
SRO may launch ad-hoc round until the waiting list has been cleared. However, it depends on the 
actual situation every year and no guarantee for it. Please stay alert CityU email account and/or 
CAP message. 
 

5. I am a current student without hall experience, when should I submit my supporting documents for 
hall application? 
 
Answer: You may upload documents while submitting your application or submit upon request. Be 
reminded that all applicants may be requested to provide documentary proofs at any time 
throughout the year. You are suggested to keep all the supporting documents handy as we may 
require clarification in the future.  
  

6. What should I do if I don't know my home size in square feet?  
 
Answer:  If you are living in public housing, you may refer to:  
https://data.housingauthority.gov.hk/psi/ 
emms_ha_prhs.htm?dataset=ha_prhs&lang=en   

 
If you are living in private housing, you may refer to: 
https://www.rvdpi.gov.hk/epayment/jsp/public/front.jsp  

https://data.housingauthority.gov.hk/psi/emms_ha_prhs.htm?dataset=ha_prhs&lang=en
https://data.housingauthority.gov.hk/psi/emms_ha_prhs.htm?dataset=ha_prhs&lang=en
https://www.rvdpi.gov.hk/epayment/jsp/public/front.jsp


 
**Don’t put any figure by guessing or without fact check. You may be disqualified in your 
application. 
 

7. For Score B, I cannot provide any document proof or certification, is it compulsory to fill Score B?  
 
Answer: NO, it is NOT compulsory to fill Score B. You can simply leave it blank.  
 
If you have filled any items, please make sure there is a document proof or certification with your 
name, the name of the organization, ranking of the relevant award, and the date you received the 
award available.  
 

 


